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Abstrnct - One of the difficulties uf thc three-dimcnsioniil 
(3-D) eddy current finite element methods is to solve large 
finite element equations economically. In this paper a 3-D 
eddy-current finite clement model using a Sour component 
formulation i iS  complex varinhles to sturlg sIiewe11 rotor 
induction metiirs is described. An iterative process among tlic 
four specific components during the solution cif largc 
algebraic equations i s  presented. The prtipiised method 
overcomes the non-cmvergcnce problems when the ICCG 
method or thc shifting ICCG method i s  nsed dircctly. Thc 
algorithm also requires much less computer storage 
compared with tlie Gaussiiin elimitiiitiou rnctli~I. 
Index Imns - 3-D finite clement methods, equation siilvcr, 
iterative method, electric machines. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Finite clcinent mcthods (FEM) liave becn playing an 
important rolc in studying tlic perrormanccs OC iiiduclioo 
machines. In particular, a two-diincnsional (2-D) liinc 
stepping finite elcment iiietliod is indccd a very precise 
dynamic simulation tool to study the transicnl and stcady 
state processes in clcctrical macbincs (1-3 1. SOCII 
sinnilation inodel has also been uscd in studying the 
clectronragnetic ficlds in the cross-seclional arca or 
electrical machines. The estcrilal circuit cqnations and 
mechilnical equation are tlicn conplcd togctber with the 
clectroniagnetic cqoations. The FEM incslies arc moved 
according to the rotor niovcnient. The sct of equation is 
subsequcntly discrctized directly by time stcpping mcthod. 
Such uiodel takcs into acconnt tlic cfrects or satnriition, 
eddy currents, slotting, rotor niovcmcnts and other non- 
sinusoidal quantities. Tlic algoritlnn can also bc applied 
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convcniently to sinnilate tlic starting opcration, estimate 
the liarinouic fields and tlieir corresponding steady state 
harmonic stray losscs, ailiilyzc tlie perlormaim of motors 
red from a PWM inverter and so o n  All these 
itivcstigiitions are difficult if one wes the analytical 
mcthods or FEM in the Crcquency domain. In short, the 
tirile stepping FEM inctbod is the most complete iiiodel Tor 
induction niacliincs and it will certainly be used in the near 
titiire for designing induction machines, inclnding those 
red from static inverters. 
However, witb 2-D FEM models the inter-bar currents 
in the rotors arc neglectcd and tlic crfects of the end ficlds 
cannot be considered rully 141. Conseqnently, an accurate 
analysis or a real machine would call upon threc- 
dimensional (3-D) analysis. Noting the rapid devclopnients 
or coniputcr powcr, it is clcar that fiitnrc dcvelopnients in 
FEM will tnovc Crom 2-D to 3-D [SI. 
In ordcr to evaluate accnrately tlic performance of 
slicwcd rotor induction motors wlicn rotor movements and 
other non-sinusoidal quiinlities are considered, a 3-D t i ne  
stcpping FEM is neccssary Thc aim of this paper is lo 
dcvelop a 3-D complex modcl for skcwcd rotor induction 
motors. Tlm rcsult of this coniplcx 3-D modcl will bc fed 
into a tiinc stepping 3-D iiiodels lor studying the steady 
stalc perromance of motors [ 6 ] .  The coinpiitation time to 
rcacli stcady stalc in the lime stepping process is found to 
be rcdiiced significantly with sncli an approach 17-81 
hi the complcx model tlie total nuniber of variables is 
doubled comparcd witb that iu tbc time stepping model. 
Howevcr the resulting cqitations with global stifrness 
inatrices cannot bc solved casily utilcss a very powerhl 
cornputer is available. Moreover, the authors round that if 
tlic ICCG method or the sliiRing ICCG method 191 i s  
applicd directly to solvc the complex variable model as 
dcscribcd in tlic nest scction, thc soliition is not 
convergent. IC the Gaussian elimination mctbod is nsed, 
excessive coinputer storage is however required. 
II  is well known that 3-D FEM cqnations are too coslly 
to be solvcd by eliiiiinalion mctliods and cfficient iterative 
solvers have l o  bc developed. Rcf. ~ 1 0 ~  presented an 
ilcrativc method [or solving lour coniponent foriiinlas. 
Such mcthod was rcported to be able to redncc the scale or 
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the equations considerably. But the method can only be 
used for those problems in which the reluctivities of the 
material are constant in the three directions. 
In this paper an iterative algorithm for solving large 
algebraic equations of general FEM using magnetic vector 
potential and electric scalar potential is presented. The 
differences in reluctivities of the material in the three 
directions are modeled. A FEM equation with more than 
77000 unknowns was solved successfully with 412 min. of 
CPU time on a personal computer. It is thus obvious that 
the proposed method has contributed significantly in 
applying FEM to study practical machine problems. 
11. MACHINE MODEL TO BE STUDIED 
A .  Basic assumptions 
The following assumptions are made: 
I. There are no leakage fluxes in the outer-most surface 
of the machine frame, the inner-most surface of the shaft 
and the two endshields. 
2. The stator current waveform is computed using 2-D 
multi-slice model [ 1 I]. The machine being studied in the 3- 
D model is current driven with the currents obtained from a 
2-D solution along a cross-section in the motor. 
3. The reluctivity of the iron material of each element is 
obtained from a 2-D multi-slice model. Hence the non- 
linear characteristics of materials do not need to be 
considered in the 3-D model. The CPU time is greatly 
reduced. 
4. The 3-D finite element analysis was carried out in the 
frequency domain. 
In other words, one is required to compute the magnetic 
and electric field distributions when the stator current 
waveform is given. 
B. The Variables 
Because most of the domains being studied contain eddy 
currents or imposed currents, a four component formulation 
will result. The four unknown components are the magnetic 
vector potential A in each of the three dimensional 
domains and one electric scalar potential V in the 
conduction domains. Since the variables are expressed in 
the frequency domain, complex variables are used. The 
derivative a&% can be replaced by j w d  (where w is the 
angular frequency of the imposed currents and d is a 
complex number). 
C, The Properties of Materials 
The electric conductivity a of the conducting domains 
and the magnetic reluctivity v of the materials are 
represented by tensor quantities in a Cartesian system of 
coordinates as : 
0 
(1) 
0 0 ;  
The thickness Of the iron core laminations is assumed to be 
thin compared to the characteristic skin depth [12]. The 
material can then be regarded as a homogeneous material 
whose conductivity is zero in the z direction that is normal 
to the plane of lamination. In other words, 
(T: = 0  (3) 
In the x and y planes of the silicon steel laminations with a 
stacking factor of (I-E) : 
ax==B, =(I-E)G (4) 
The reluctivity in the iron cores is [I21 : 
I E ] -E - +- _ _ _  
vr 'Q vi* 
1 E 1--E 
VY vo vfu 
- t- 
V ,  =(I-E)Vii+&VO (7) 
where v , ~  and v,y are the reluctivity of the steel in the x and 
y directions, respectively, and vo is the reluctivity of air. 
D. The Solution Domain 
The solution domain includes the iron frame in the outer- 
most surface of the periphery, the shaft in the inner-most 
surface of the periphery and the endshields in the axial 
direction. Since the rotor bars are skewed, the total axial 
length of the machine in the axial direction should be 
included. 
In the cross-sectional direction, because the non- 
sinusoidal distribution of the electromagnetic field in the 
space is to be considered, one pair of pole pitch in the 
solution domain is usually required. If the number of the 
stator slots and rotor slots of one pole pitch are integers, 
the solution domain can be reduced to one pole pitch [4]. 
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E. Boundary Condifions +/J[@.oVYdSl+ JJrp . e ,dS= /JJ@.J ,dSl  
The followine boundary conditions are given for the " " - - 
j/jw.&Wh+ jffwGvv&- ~ [ ~ ~ ~ , d s = o  (1 7) 
n n 5 
outer-most surface of the machine frame, the inner-most 
surface of the shaft and the two endshields: 
where S is the boundary surface of Q; and 
c ( j w  A + V V ) :  = 0 (9) 
where is the normal unit vector on the boundary surface. f i , = v v x . 2 x ? i  (18) 
The two sides of one pole band satisfy the semi-periodic 
boundary condition [13]: J , ,= ( jon /1+oVV) .Z  (19) 
where the variables with the subscript ma.sfer are the 
unknowns and the variables with the subscript slave can be 
determined according to the boundary condition; E is the 
difference of the electrical angle between the master and 
the slave variables. For a semi-periodic boundary condition 
E is 180"; &f is the mechanical angle between two sides. As 
the motor under consideration has a four-pole configuration 
and only one quarter of the motor is modeled, Mis  90". 
Ill.  BASIC EQUATIONS 
The Maxwell's equations applied to the domains under 
investigation will give rise to the following equations: 
(12) a 4  
d l  
v x (v v x 2 )  = -0 (-+VY) + .I,  
v.0 (-+VV) = 0 (13) 8 2  
a t  
and the interpolation function 
where N,, Nz, N2 and N4 are the element shape functions. 
Tetrahedral elements are used in discretization. 
Here for simplicity, one assumes that variables are 
arranged as follows: 
E4.I 4 2  ...&I4 4 2  ...4,14, 42 .,,iSvlS K -V.y 
where N is the number of nodes. Making the substitution: 
V'  = V/  j w  (22) 
the global system equation with symmetric coefficient 
matrix can be obtained by putting element interpolation 
function into (16) and (17): 
where j ,  is the imposed current density. For the steady 
state probleins in which fields are considered as 
sinusoidally time-varying, (12) and (13) can be put into 
complex form: 
1f.A and Yare obtained, magnetic flux density B and the 
v x (v v x A) =-0 (,io A+vv) +j,y (14) 
- v .I3 (.io 2 +VV) = 0 (15) 
The application of Galerkin's method to (14) and (IS), 
gives the following integral equations [14]: 
eddy current J will be: 
i = V x A  (24) 
f J f v x @ . v v x  ilm+ JJJjm@.o"dn .7 = - c ( j w 2  + VV) (25) 
n n 
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111. SOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS 
Separating (22) into three sub-systems of equations as: 
The variables on the right hand side are assumcd io be 
known at each iteration. At this first step, A,(O)=O and 
A,!"=O. 
The unknown A,, A,, A, and V on the right hand sides of 
(26), (27) and (28) can be replaced by initial guesses and 
these equations can be solved separately. The values of A,, 
A,, A; and P on the right hand side of (26), (27) and (28) 
can be updated by the solutions that have just been obtained 
and the equations can be salved iteratively until the 
difference between successive solutions is less than a [&XI [':,h'l=- [KYV K= ~ I , ] I  M?' I 
specific error. 1 AVdh) 1 
(37) 
Though iteration process is needed among the three 
groups, the bandwidth for (26) is reduced nearly to 1/4 th of 
its original value and that for (27) and (28) is 1/16 th of 
their previous values. The scale of equation for (26) is 
reduced nearly by 112 and that for (27) and (28) is reduced 
to 114 th of their original values. Another important merit is 
that the lCCG method shows very quick convergence in 
arriving at the solution of each separated group, because the 
complicated combinations among A,, A,, and A ,  have now 
been removed. 
The proposed iteration process among the three groups 
begins by solving the following equations: 
Equations (36), (37) and (38) are solved separately by 
using the ICCG method. Because the number of bytes used 
to represent a floating data in computers is limited, and 
because 1 AA,A <I AA , I AAJ </ Ad , I AAA <I Ad , I AV1 <I VI , 
one will obtain a higher precision in the solution if the 
values of AA,, AA,, AAz and A V  rather than A,, Ay, A ,  and 
P are stored in the computer. So the computation using 
AA,, AA,, M,and A V  in the ICCG method will yield higher 
accuracy than that based on A,, A,, A; and P. 
In computing (29) and (36), in order to reduce the 
bandwidth of the coefficient matrixes, the variables A ,  and 
Parearrangedin [A,, V , IA , ,  I /J . . . . , . IA ,  v,,T. 
In induction motors, the exciting current is mainly in the 
axial direction and the permeability of iron cores is higher 
in the cross-sectional direction compared to that in the axial 
direction. Usually the magnitudes of A, and A, are less than 
15 % of that of A:. Thus one can obtain a fairly precise 
solution with a few iterations. 
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used, the RAM is 881 MB even if the data is in single 
precision. 
For solving equation ( 3 9 ,  (36) and (37) at each step of 
large iteration, the average iteration number of the ICCG is 
550. If one uses A,, A,,, A, and V instead of AA,, AAy, AAz 
and A V  in the iterations, the average iteration number of the 
ICCG is 654. It is shown that by using increments only in 
the iterative process, one can reduce the CPU time by about 
16 %. 
The average differences of A,, A,>, A, and V between 
adjacent steps in the process of the iteration are shown in 
Table 111. The total CPU time needed for these,lO iterations 
is 412 min. It is shown that by using the developed iterative 
algorithm, the 3-D FEM program dealing with large 
number of unknowns can also be run on personal 
computers, 
TABLE II  
MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE TEST MOTOR 
Rated power (kW) I 1  
Ilate,l ""llil(m ("1 ?sn 
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
A .  A Simple Problem 
A simple simulation is firstly carried out for comparing 
the Gaussian method and the proposed iterative method. It 
is a reduced scale model of a practical problem which will 
be described in the next subheading. The number of the 
total unknowns is 21986. The program runs on a Pentium / 
90 MHz personal computer with 32 MB RAM. When the 
RAM is insufficient, the hard disk is used to exchange data 
with the RAM automatically. 
When using the Gaussian method, the coefficient matrix 
is stored in a changeable bandwidth method. 
In the proposed iteration procedure, only the non-zero 
elements in the coefficient matrix are stored. The number of 
large iterations among three groups is eight. For solving 
(36), (37) and (38), the average iteration number of the 
ICCG method is only 334 at each step of large iteration. 
A comparison of the computer RAM and the CPU time 
needed between the Gaussian method and the proposed 
iteration method is shown in table I. 
TABLE I 
COMPARlSON OF COMI'UTER RAM AND CPU TIME 
RAM CPU 
Gaussian inetliod (singlc precision) 80.6 MB 71 min 
Iteration mcthod (double precisian) 1.9 MB 54 imin 
Because the Gaussian method requires a large amount of 
RAM, there will be a lot of data exchanges between the 
RAM and the hard disk in small computers. Therefore, if 
the scale of the problem is larger, the CPU time for the 
Gaussian method will be even longer than that of the 
proposed iterative method as reported in this paper. 
B. A Practical Problem 
The method has been applied to compute the steady state 
flux distribution for an 1 1  kW, skewed rotor, cage 
induction motors. Its inain parameters are shown in table 
II. 
The 3-D mesh is generated using an extrusion technique. 
The 2-D mesh is used as the base-plane to generate the 
model. The generated 3-D FEM meshes of the I I  kW 
skewed induction motor is shown in Fig. 1. 
For this practical problem, the number of the total 
unknowns is 77980. It required 7.6 MB of computer RAM 
to run the solver that was developed by the authors for 
double precision computation. If the Gaussian method is 
_"I1.1 . D _  
22.61 Rated current (A) 
Rated frequency (Hz) 50 
Connection A 
Number of phases 3 
Number of pole pairs 2 
Number of stator slots 48 
Number of rotor slots 44 
Stator diameter (mm) 240 
Rotor diameter (mm) 157 
Air-gap lcngth (mm) 0.5 
Core length (mm) 165 
Skcw I .3 stator slot pitch 
The computed flux distributions at the cross-sections 
near the endshield and near the centre are shown in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 1 A 3-D FEM mesh ofan I 1  kW skewed motor 
(The mesh l i as  15232 nodes, 76635 elements) 
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TABLE Ill 151 S.Williamson. "Induction Motor Modelline Usine Finite Elernenk" 
Iterati"" AA'*' A AA>*] AA.!" ~~ ~~ ---' . ... . .. 
number 10"Wbm-' 10-"V 1 0 ~ ' W b m ~ '  IO.'Wbm-' 
i 5906.7 R9R.3 286.6 260.6 ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ 
2 151.6 28.1 103.8 100.7 
3 60.7 10.0 103.5 91.6 
4 58.9 10.4 63.2 59.4 
5 36.9 5.9 69.5 62.3 
6 40.0 7.2 45.8 42.7 
7 26.7 4.3 53.1 48.0 
8 30.5 5.6 35.3 33.4 
9 20.7 3.4 43.0 40.0 
10 24.5 4.6 28.7 27.5 
(a) the cross-section (b) 'The cross-section 
near the endshield 
Fig. 2 The computed flux distributions 
inear tlie centre 
V. CONCLUSION 
To deal with the 3-D complex finite element inodel of 
skewed induction motors in which the stator, rotor and 
ending are all involved in the solution domain and if the 
reluctivities of materials in the three directions are different, 
it is necessary to develop solvers to deal with the large scale 
equations efficiently and economically. The paper shows 
that the normal ICCG method or the shifting ICCG method 
are not convergent and the Gaussian elimination method 
requires excessive amount of computer storage. The authors 
find that if the system of equations is separated into three 
suh-systems of equations according to the characteristics of 
unknown variables, the solution of the original problem can 
be obtained very economically and quickly. 
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